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...is experimental, allows mistakes and can be easily dismantled and rebuilt.

... is spontaneous, encouraging to action, enabling immediate implementation.

...is flexible, devoided of limits; architecture that allows variety of forms, shapes and scales.

...stimulates creativity, forces to seek new solutions and to research on unusual materials and its innovative usage.

...is open to development and doesn't deny contemporary technologies but use them in sustainable way.

...is common, inclusive and egalitarian; architecture that doesn't exclude anybody and is dedicated for everybody.

...is socially sensitive and helps to develop interpersonal relations; architecture that encourages to cooperation and mutual support.

...is vital and adjusts to the life pace of its users, theirs needs and requirements which change during lifetime.

...is ingrained in place: makes use of local material and accommodates to local conditions.

...draws from experience of local traditions, local solutions and skills of local craftsmen.
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